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About This Game

The world is on the brink of disaster. Our biggest celebrities have revealed their true faces -- demons intent on moronizing the
public to assume control of the planet. Only one man can save us: a towering Chinese orphan named Shaq Fei Hung. Trained by
a kung fu master, Shaq must journey to the most perilous corners of the world to fight evil and realize his destiny as the chosen

one.

Shaquille O’Neal returns to “settle the score of ‘94” in this complete reimagining of the Shaq Fu legend. Players take control of
the unstoppable Big Diesel as he brawls his way through the hordes of Hollywood and Hell in classic side-scrolling beat ‘em up

style.

•Fight your way through the mean streets of China, a South American compound, LA, Fiji, and the Inferno itself.
•Voiced by the real deal, Shaquille O’Neal.

•Fight powerful, outlandish celebrities in boss battles that will make your eyes water.
•Master devastating combos, earth-shattering power moves, and a variety of weapons to conquer the evil hordes.

•Revel in an exclusive new rap track from Shaq Daddy himself.
•Transform into the legendary Big Diesel and Shaqtus to swiftly dispatch your enemies en masse.
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Title: Shaq Fu: A Legend Reborn
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Big Deez Productions
Publisher:
Mad Dog Games
Release Date: 5 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7 64bit

Processor: intel Core i3-530/AMD Athlon II X4 640

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000/GeForce GT 630/Radeon R7 240

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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This game rejuvinated my life that was once known as an empty vessel. I now go outside kicking the heck out of california
celebrities that stand in my way.. I think the association with the original (and horrible) Shaq Fu game on the Genesis hurt this
game more than it helped.

Even if you take out the terribad, self-effacing B-movie concept, Shaq Fu: A Legend Reborn is still a decent beat 'em up with
sleek stylish visuals and somewhat tight controls - Shaq himself moves a little bit slow, probably to reflect his size, but it never
interferes with how responsive the game feels. A little bit of adjustment period in how slow he moves, perhaps, but you'll be
kicking a lot of goon butts once you get the hang of it.

There is a lot of unexpected depth in the combat, for a 2.5D beat 'em up. Shaq's attacks can build into "size 22" combos, which
are represented by gigantic versions of his feet. And he also has transformations provided by pick-ups. On the first stage you'll
get access to an armor that references his "Steel" gig. This form lets him punch faster and stronger but it builds up heat that you
must "vent." You can vent by unleashing it in a massive attack, or just let the armor overheat. This leaves him immobile and
vulnerable for a few seconds.

Enemies are as varied as you would expect in the genre, a number of nondescript and palette-swapped thugs with different
attacks and movements, mini-bosses, and a level boss. The first one looks like a satirical take on Trump. This could be a plus or
a minus depending on which side of the political fence you live in. Either way, it shows that there is at least a little bit of thought
put in. Enough to make each level feel slightly different from the other.

Production values are decent as well, exactly what you'd expect from the price. The voice acting could be grating after some
time, depending on how much you appreciate the game's humor. I'm assuming that the non-stop self-referential jokes and fourth
wall-breaking will be well-received, based on how popular Deadpool is right now.

I would highly recommend the game, but replay value is probably non-existent outside of replaying the game. And it does not
have co-op, which is a huge demerit in a beat 'em up game. So as much praise as I heaped on Shaq Fu: A Legend Reborn, I can
only recommend it when it is on sale.
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